Molecular characterization of two Pepino mosaic virus variants from imported tomato seed reveals high levels of sequence identity between Chilean and US isolates.
Pepino mosaic virus (PepMV), a member of the genus Potexvirus, was first described in South America on pepino (Solanum muricatum A.). Only in recent years, it was reported to infect greenhouse-grown tomatoes. Genome nucleotide sequences from several European isolates showed extensive sequence identity (>99%). Recent genome nucleotide sequences from two US isolates (US1 and US2) however showed much greater sequence divergence from that of the European PepMV isolates. My interest in characterizing virus isolates from South America was due to an active commercial tomato seed production in Chile. Through genome sequence comparison and phylogenetic analyses, we may be able to understand the source of virus infection and control this devastating disease from further spreading into new tomato growing regions of the world. Complete genome nucleotide sequences from two PepMV variants (designated as Ch1 and Ch2) were determined from a virus isolate obtained from a commercial tomato seed lot produced in Chile. Using RT-PCR-based genome walking strategy, complete genome sequences from these two variants were determined. Excluding poly (A) tails, the genomes of PepMV Ch1 and Ch2 were 6414 and 6412 nucleotides (nt), respectively. Pairwise comparisons of PepMV Ch1 and Ch2 genomes with other PepMV isolates showed that the highest nucleotide sequence identity was with two US isolates, 98.7% between PepMV Ch1 and US1, and 90.7% between Ch2 and US2. Similar to PepMV US1 and US2, the two Chilean variants were the most divergent from one another (78% nt identity). These two Chilean PepMV variants also shared only 78-86% nucleotide sequence identity to that of five European isolates. The high level of nucleotide sequence identity between Chilean and US isolates suggests a common origin. Phylogenetic analyses with various gene products generated three distinct sequence clusters (or strains): US1 and Ch1 in the first group, US2 and Ch2 in the second, and the European tomato isolates in the third. Based on the host specificity, it was previously suggested that the original pepino isolate should be considered a distinct strain from that of the tomato isolates.